Abstract-This document is devoted to the task of object detection and recognition in digital images by using genetic programming. The goal was to improve and simplify existing approaches. The detection and recognition are achieved by means of extracting the features. A genetic program is used to extract and classify features of objects. Simple features and primitive operators are processed in genetic programming operations. We are trying to detect and to recognize objects in SAR images. Due to the new approach described in this article, five and seven types of objects were recognized with good recognition results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object recognition is still a challenge for computer vision systems in general. The main purpose of object recognition is to identify the kinds of the objects in an image [1] . Object recognition algorithms rely on matching or learning algorithms using appearance-based or feature-based techniques. We are trying to achieve good recognition results using the feature-based technique [2, 6] . The quality of object recognition is heavily dependent on the effectiveness of features. The features used to represent an object are the key to the object detection and recognition. It is difficult to extract good features from real images due to various factors, including noise. There are many features that can be extracted. It is very difficult to find appropriate features and to synthesize composite features. Synthesizing effective new features from primitive features is equivalent to finding good points in the feature combination space where each point represents a combination of primitive features. The feature combination space and feature subset space are huge and complicated and it is very difficult to find good points in such vast spaces unless one has an efficient search algorithm [5, 7] . Genetic programming (GP) is used as search algorithm. GP may try many unconventional combinations and in some cases these unconventional combinations yield exceptionally good recognition performance. Also, the inherent parallelism of GP and the speed of computers allows a much larger portion of the search space to be explored. We have used a simple (steadystate) [2] genetic programming algorithm and primitive features to detect and to recognize objects in SAR images. A program system is developed based on this GP algorithm by means of which two experiments were done: trying to recognize five types of objects, trying to recognize seven types of objects.
II. GENETIC PROGRAMMING IN OBJECT RECOGNATION
Individuals of GP are composite operators in task object recognition. The composite operators are represented by binary trees. Internal nodes of binary trees are primitive operators and leaf nods are primitive features [4] . GP uses five major considerations in the task of object detection and recognition:
A. The set of terminals:
The set of terminals include the following images: F 0 , F 1 , …, F 15 , where F 0 is the original image, the F 1 , F 2 and F 3 are 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 mean images, the F 4 , F 5 and F 6 are 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 deviation images, the F 7 , F 8 and F 9 are 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 maximum images, the F 10 , F 11 and F 12 are 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 minimum images and the F 13 , F 14 and F 15 are 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 median images [4] .
B. Primitive operators:
The primitive operators are given below in the Table 1 [2, 4] . 
C. Fitness value
The fitness value of a composite operator is computed in the following way. Suppose G and G′ are foregrounds in the ground truth image and the resultant image of the composite operator respectively. Let n(X) denote the number of pixels within region X, then Fitness = n (G∩G′) / n (G  G′) [2, 4] .
D. Parameters and termination
We have used the following parameters for GP: Population size -M, the number of generation -N, the crossover rate, the mutation rate and the fitness threshold [3, 10] . The GP stops whenever it finishes the pre-specified number of generations or whenever the best composite operator in the population has fitness value greater than the fitness threshold.
E. Operations of Genetic programming
The search is done by performing selection, crossover and mutation operations in GP [2, 3] . a) Selection: genetic operators in GP are applied to individuals that are probabilistically selected based on fitness. Better individuals are more likely to have more child programs than inferior individuals. We are using tournament selection [3] . In tournament selection a number of individuals are chosen at random. These are compared with each other and the best of them is chosen to be the parent.
b) Crossover: we are using sub tree crossover [3] . Two composite operators are selected on the basis of their fitness values as parents: sub tree crossover randomly selects a crossover point in each parent tree, two subtrees rooted at these two nodes are exchanged between the parents to generate two new composite operators which are called offspring. c) Mutation: mutation is introduced to randomly change the structure of some individuals. We are using tree type of mutation [2, 3] :
 Randomly select a node of the binary tree representing a composite operator and replace the sub tree rooted at this node, including the node selected, by another randomly generated binary tree.
 Randomly select a node of the binary tree representing a composite operator and replace the primitive operator stored in the node with another primitive operator of the same number of inputs as the replaced one. The replacing primitive operator is selected at random from all the primitive operators with the same number of input as the replaced one.
 Randomly select two sub trees within a composite operator and swap them. Of course, neither of the two sub-trees can be a sub-tree of the other.
III. USED ALGORITHM OF GENETIC PROGRMMING
Steady-state genetic programming [2, 4] is used to synthesize composite operators. The first step of the algorithm is to randomly generate the initial population. We will use halfand-half method for generating the initial population [3, 4, 6] . Suppose there are a set of primitive operators O = {O 1 , O 2 , ..., O N } and a set of terminals F={F 1 , F 2 , ..., F M }. If we randomly generate population P of size M from O and F, we obtain their combinations, which consist of primitive operators and terminals, as members (composite operator) of P. Then each composite operator in P is evaluated and crossover operation is perform. If we show composite operators as a binary tree, they will be like on figure 1 A. We can have two offspring (composite operators) after crossover operation, which are shown in figure 1 B. These two offspring replace two of the worst composite operators in P. This is continued until crossover rate is met. Then mutation is performed, which can replace the primitive operator stored in the node with another primitive operator. For example, if we observe the tree of figure 1C , after mutation we can have the tree of figure 1D .
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IV. PROGRAM SYSTEM PARTS
The software system is developed using steady-state genetic programming. The software system consists of two phases: training (see figure 2 ) and testing (see figure 3) .
Training image is an input image that includes an object of a type. For this type a class should be obtained: a composite operator and a template image. The block "Feature extractor" is a collection of operations for getting the set of terminals. Steady-state genetic programming is used in the block "Genetic programming". "Ground Truth" image is created manually from the input image.
Training part: The composite operator is synthesized for a definite class of images in the training part. Then segmented template image is obtained from the training image by means of the composite operator. The segmented [8, 9] template image and the composite operator are saved as identifiers of class to which the training image belongs. As a result we will have one or more composite operator/operators and one or more template image/images for a definite image. For different classes class identifiers are saved separately.
Testing part: Our system recognizes an image for which the system has a composite operator and a template image in the testing part. Recognition is performed in the following way: the composite operators from all the classes are run on the testing image (separately and parallelly), afterwards the results are segmented as binary images. Each class will have its segmented binary images. Then will the fitness of the resulting images for all classes is calculated separately: in the fitness function as Ground Truth image will be the template image, which corresponds to the composite operator. 
A. Experiment 1:
Composite operators and segmented binary template images for two kinds of objects (car and helicopter from A SAR image from MSTAR Image database) are found. A car from the SAR image (see figure 4a ) is used to synthesize the composite operator, as Ground Truth image figure 4b is used. The result of composite operator is figure 4c. Figure 6 A is saved as class template to recognize cars like on figure 4a on the same azimuth angle. The composite operator was applied on car 1 in figure 5 to obtain class template for "car 1" like cars on the same azimuth angle, the result of which was figure 6 B image. Using the composite operator and 6 B class template the recognition rates of car 1, car 2 and car 4 were 0.95, 0.7 and 0.69 respectively. Car 3 was recognized as another object. The composite operator for recognition helicopter is the following: FMIN(FMIN(FDIV(PFIM12, PFIM12) )))), FSUB(PFIM7, FMEAN(FMAX2(PFIM2, PFIM14))))), which is obtained by using figure 7 helicopter 1 as training image. As Ground Truth is used figure 8 A and the resulting image of the composite operator is shown in figure 8 B 
B. Experiment 2:
The experiment was done on five types of object images from [2] . . SAR images of five types of objects and its recognition rates Figure 9 shows one optical and four SAR images of each object under 15°-depression angle and various azimuth angles between 0° and 359°. One of the four images for each object are used as training image in our program system to get class identifiers for these five types of objects. Composite operators are synthesized for each class (type of object) separately. Class template images are obtained for each SAR images in figure 9 B to E, using those composite operators. As we already mentioned, our system is able to recognize the same object in range -2 0 <= template azimuth angle<=2 0 by means of a class template image. The recognition rates of SAR images from figure 8 are equal to 1. Various experiments results are given in figure 10 . As test images for our program system are given images obtained from SAR images from figure 8, rotated -2 0 to 2 0 angels. We achieve the same results in two cases (results are given in figure 9 ): 1) When our system recognizes these five objects.
2) When our system recognizes these five objects and added cars and helicopter objects.
The best experiment results from [2] 
VI. CONCLUSION
A program system, which detects and recognizes objects in SAR images, was presented in this paper. A new approach was used for recognizing objects by using genetic programming to achieve the same good recognition rate, despite the increase of the quantity of object types. One of its benefits was the usage of the primitive set of terminals and the simple genetic programming algorithm.
